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HOW WILL I BENEFIT FROM KNOWING HTML?
HTML makes the internet work, for better or worse.
A little bit of HTML will improve how you use what-you-see-is-what-you-get-editors
(WYSIWIG). These editors can be found in:
Dreamweaver and other web editors
WordPress and other web publishing platforms
Email, bulletin boards, web classrooms (Moodle, anyone?)
Commerce sites like Ebay, Etsy, etc.
Good professional skill for academic c.v.s!

WHAT IS HTML?
HTML 1.0 released in 1993
HTML is what your browser interprets into webpages
HTML is an acronym for “Hypertext Markup Language”
H(yper)
T(ext)
M(arkup)
L(anguage)
(They cheated a bit with “Hypertext”)

WHAT IS HYPERTEXT?
Hypertext was designed to promote non-linear reading.
Linear reading = reading a novel
Hypertext uses hyperlinks
Hyperlinks allow you to jump around a text.
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WHAT IS MARKUP LANGUAGE?
Markup is a way of defining elements within a text
Markup is a way of giving elements and text special attributes
Markup allows the author of an HTML file to write data about data (metadata)
In HTML, markup syntax typically consists of an opening tag and a closing tag that turns
elements and attributes on and off
HELLO WORLD  <b>HELLO WORLD</b>
Markup is standardized by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). Full documentation on HTML5
can be found at their site:
http://bit.ly/2k5oECI

WHAT ARE SOME KINDS OF MARKUP TAGS?
<!DOCTYPE HTML> - Telling the interpreter that it will be reading an HTML file.
<HTML></HTML> - turns HTML on and off
<HEAD></HEAD> - defines the section of the document that contains metadata (data
about data)
<TITLE></TITLE> - A tag that belongs in the “HEAD” section and defines the title of
your document
<BODY></BODY> - defines the section of your document that contains visible
text/media content.
<P></P> - defines individual paragraphs within the “BODY” section

CREATING YOUR FIRST HTML DOCUMENT
(If you don’t have a text editor to play along at home, try: https://www.sublimetext.com/)
<!DOCTYPE html>
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<title>This is an HTML page</title>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<p>This is where I would put content.</p>
</BODY>
</HTML>

TEXT FORMATTING AND LINKING
<b>Text</b> - It turns on/off bolding.
<i>Text</i> - This turns on/off italics.
<a>Text</a> (for anchor) tags define hyperlinks, but the tags can be expanded by various
attributes. An anchor can link within and without a document. You can also use attributes to provide
titles of links – using the title attribute is useful for text to speak readers, and will display when you
hover over an active link. We will be using the “href” and “title” attributes today.
Link format: <a href=“URL” title=“Description of link”>Text you want to create a hyperlink for</a>.
URL = http://www.google.com, “”s are important! – they are part of the syntax.
Task: Edit the paragraph tag in your HTML file by writing a three sentence paragraph. Bold the
first sentence, italicize the second sentence, and link the last sentence to a website of your
choosing. Save your document once you have added the tags and check your work by viewing
the HTML file in your web browser (by clicking on the file saved to the desktop). We will come
around to make sure that everyone has done this successfully.

ADDING AN IMAGE
<img> is a weird tag that breaks all the rules! It has no mate. You do not need to close it. You must define the attribute “src” for
it to do anything. All the attributes go in the single closed tag.
src=“URL of image” (URL with a image type extension, i.e. .jpg, .png, .gif)
alt=“Descripton of image” (String of text)
width=“pixels” (A number)
height=“pixels” (A number)
Task 1: Select an image from https://commons.wikimedia.org. You can access an image’s URL by right-clicking on an
image and copying the image’s address – this you can paste into your HTML document. You are going to insert that image
into your HTML file and define an alt tag. Save your document and view in your browser.
Task 2: Edit your images to include width and height attributes. How does your image change when you define these?
Why would you use these attributes? What might be the drawback of using these attributes?
Task 3: If you have time, use what you learned about linking from the previous exercise to link the image back to
Wikimedia Commons. <a> tags can turn anchoring off around media as well as text. Save and view your file when you
are done.

TABLES
For the last task we’re going to learn how to construct tables in HTML.
Navigate to the following link: http://bit.ly/2xHGtfM
Once you have successfully opened the HTML file with Google Drive, download
the file to your desktop and open it with your text editor (Notepad ++,
Sublime, Wordpad, etc.).
Jessica is going to talk you through the components of a table (<table>, <tr>,
<td>) by building one. Then you will build your own.

